
 

Get Energized!

Power up your eco profit  I  Push down costs

Optimise through-life value  I  Recharge the bottom line   



Making the world a greener place
We’re devoting our energy to saving it

Climate change is one of the biggest challenges for man-

kind and the natural world. We take the green challenge 

seriously. We believe that everything we do describes who 

we are. We do our best to ensure that the impact  

we make is positive in every conceivable way.

As a company, we are committed to making the world a 

better place for future generations and to optimising the 

business environment for all our customers today. We  

are dedicated to improving products and processes  

continuously in line with the needs of our customers  

and our planet. 

Reduce your carbon footprint

There’s huge potential for a refreshed fountain offering, 

especially one with a minimal carbon footprint, and we’ve 

developed it. ‘Energize’ is a complete soft drink dispense 

solution that produces proven energy savings of up to 

40%*! That means remarkably lower energy costs plus 

lower carbon footprint for your business, as well as longer 

part life expectancy on parts.

And there‘s more

With Energize’s integrated performance diagnostics, your 

retailers benefit from far less downtime with service call- 

out costs significantly reduced, saving them large sums  

of money. 

Less obvious, but most important, is the delivery of a drink 

that delivers consistent carbonation and temperature 

ensuring that the quality is superb.

No wonder customers come back for more time and 

time again And there are many other benefits of installing 

 Energize: useful sales data, seeing your company or 

brand’s green credentials grow and your Corporate Social 

Responsibility reputation in the business community  

becoming greatly enhanced. Why wait?

The engineering behind Energize is at the forefront of  

development and refinement. We ensure consistent build 

quality, standardise the parts we use and simplify the way 

our machines are built, installed and serviced.

The result?

- Exceptional performance

- Outstanding reliability

- Superb sustainability

 
Our hallmarks. 

Engineering excellence



5750 KWh per year
40% energy 
saving*

Thinking smarter – saving more
Knowing where and how to transform an existing  

system into one that is supremely energy-efficient  

is key to meeting today’s tough eco-requirements –  

and we’re particularly good at it.

With Energize we made amazing savings up to  

40% – by improving insulation and the fridge deck,  

by varying the speed of agitation and re-circulation  

and by simplifying the way the python/syrup is  

cooled. One look at this comparison proves how  

energy-efficient the system has proved to be:

Energy consumption comparison:

A new level of IQ – pure genius

Imagine a future where downtime is greatly reduced.  

Where any signs of ill health in your system are recognis-

ed and signalled and where the service controller knows 

something is amiss before the account do. Where service 

engineers automatically know when it’s time for them to  

pay you a call.

Where they come armed with the right spare parts,  

every time.

That’s the genius of Energize.

Combining innovative communication technology with 

remote and on-board diagnostics, once Energize is installed 

it not only keeps an eye on what’s happening in the present 

– it enables you to build up a machine history so you 

can actively manage your assets. Its intelligent diagnos-

tics  ramatically simplify your service requirements, while 

advanced communication modules enable web-based 

monitoring, delivering diagnostic and sales throughput 

data when and where you need it. 

Energize works smarter and simpler, keeping lifetime costs 

to the bare minimum. Your system will work efficiently and 

effectively – guaranteed. And you’ll be pleasantly hassle 

and worry-free. 

An intelligent choice, don’t you think?
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-  Sustainability

-  Accountability

-  Profitability

-  Proven energy savings  
 of up to 40%!*

Translated across your customer base, they add  

up to an outstanding, cost-effective investment. 

 

Install Energize and you will:

 
Power up your profits

-  Step up your energy savings 

-  Invigorate your green credentials 

-  Cut your carbon footprint 

-  Prime your brand’s goodwill

 
Push down your costs

-  Pump up drinks quality 

-  Actuate lower through-life costs 

-  Activate minimal downtime 

Optimise through-life value

-  Fire up useful sales data 

-  Actively manage your assets,  

 ensuring they are delivering profitability 

Recharge the bottom line

-  Increase profitability 

-  Utilising sleep mode further energy  

 savings possible

*  @ 32oc ambient - Coca Cola ‘C’ Condition Installation 
*  up to 60% saving using ‘sleep mode’

 

 IMI Cornelius Europe 
 www.imi-cornelius.net 

Cornelius –  
stepping up to  
protect our planet

You can’t beat  
these benefits

Get Energized

Cornelius provides brand-owners pathways to  

sustainability by helping you reduce your operational 

carbon footprints. We help streamline your work 

processes and minimise your use of energy. Our  

aim is to find the best ways of balancing bottom line 

accountability with environmental compliance. We 

do that by optimising the lifecycle cost of cooling, 

carbonating and dispensing equipment – something 

at which we excel.

And why we excel is simple: we work smarter.  

We take what works, add a healthy measure of  

innovation and transform what was already very 

good into what, unquestionably, is the very best.

Energize is an outstanding example of smart  

thinking. It’s a system with profound benefits for  

the planet as well as one capable of delivering  

excellent savings and profit for you.

 


